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individual images may be purchased and used without copyright restriction.  Please include the roll and frame numbers when contacting the Library 
staff about a specific photo (e.g., A1422-10).
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View President Ford's Daily Diary (activities log) for this day

Roll # Frames Tone Subject - Proper Subject - Generic Names Geographic Location Photographer

A3791 3-8 BW Following Gridiron Club Dinner walking toward limousine; 
formal wear; all not in every 
frame

GRF, Others Washington, DC Statler Hilton 
Hotel - Outside

Fitz-Patrick

A3791 9-10 BW Fitz-Patrick

A3791 11-22 BW Meeting with POW and MIA Representatives around table; all not in 
every frame; first frame 
damaged

Marrs, POW & MIA 
Representatives

Roosevelt Room Fitz-Patrick
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